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Assimilation and contrast illusions:
Differences in plasticity

JOAN S. GIRGUS
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

and

STANLEY COREN
University ofBritish Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Three experiments show differences in the plasticity of the contrast and assimilation por
tions of the Delboeuf, Ebbinghaus, and Ponzo illusions. Contrast illusions show decrement
in illusion magnitude with free inspection, whereas assimilation illusions do not. A model to
explain both the original distortion and the differential susceptibility of the two classes of
illusion to decrement is offered.

Figure 1. (A) The components of the Delboeuf illusion.
(B) The components of the Ebbinghaus illusion. (C) The com
ponents of the Ponzo illusion.
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the central circle is seen as larger than it really is when
surrounded by small circles and smaller than it really is
when surrounded by largercircles.However,there is some
indication in the literature that the distance between the
central circle and either the centers or the outer edgesof
the surrounding circles may play a role in the judgment
of the apparent size of the central circle (Cooper &
Weintraub, 1970; Girgus, Coren, & Agdern, 1972). If
this is the case, then the figure on the left should be
viewed as a central circle surrounded by a nearby outer
ring and the figure in the middle should be viewed as a
central circle surrounded by a farther away outer ring.
Obviously, this description bears a close resemblance to
the Delboeuf illusion: the figure on the left, with its
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There are a number of visual stimulus configurations
in which a particular component can be distorted in
opposite directions, depending on the context in which
it is embedded. When the test component is distorted
in the direction of the surrounding context, the con
figuration is usually referred to as an assimilation illu
sion, because the perceived difference between the test
and inducing elements is smaller than the actual differ
ence and thus the apparent difference between test and
context is reduced. When the direction of distortion is
away from the surrounding context, the configuration
is usually referred to as a contrast illusion, because the
perceived difference between the test and inducing ele
ments is larger than the actual difference and thus the
apparent difference between them is accentuated (Coren
& Girgus, 1978).

The Delboeuf illusion, presented in Figure lA,
shows both types of distortion. When the concentric
circle surrounding the central circle is just slightly larger
than the central circle, as in the figure on the left, the
central circle tends to be overestimated relative to the
undistorted circle on the right, making this an assimila
tion illusion. When the concentric circle is much larger
than the central circle, as in the middle figure, the cen
tral circle tends to be underestimated, thus forming a
contrast illusion.

Figure 1B shows the Ebbinghaus illusion, which is
frequently described as a pure contrast illusion because
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overestimated central circle, is the assimilation version,
and the figure on the right, with its underestimated
central circle, is the contrast version.

Figure lC shows the Ponzo illusion, in which the
apparent length of the horizontal line within the angle
is distorted. The direction of the distortion seems to
depend on the relative proximity of the ends of the line
to the sides of the angle. Thus, the configuration on the
left, in which the ends of the line are relatively close to
the sides of the angle, is seen as longer than it really is,
making this configuration an assimilation illusion. On
the other hand, in the configuration on the right, in
which the ends of the line are relatively farther from the
sides of the angle, the line is seen as shorter than it
really is, making this configuration a contrast illusion.

Although such size distortions have been known since
the 1700s when Smith (1738) first noted that persons
standing in front of large mountains or buildings tend to
appear to be reduced in size, the mechanism responsible
for such distortions has not yet been isolated. A variety
of theories has been offered to explain both forms of
distortion. Unfortunately, although both may occur in
the same configuration, most theories deal only with
either contrast or assimilation effects. This may well
reflect a growing body of data that suggests that contrast
and assimilation effects possibly represent separate
classes of distortion (Coren, Girgus, Erlichman, &
Hakstian, 1976; Erlebacher & Sekular, 1969; Quina &
Pollack, 1972).

Explanations of contrast illusions generally depend
upon evocation of some form of cognitive-judgmental
mechanism. Perhaps the first such explanation was
offered by Helmholtz (1866/1962), who stated that, as a
general principle, clearly perceived sensory differences
tend to be exaggerated. This suggested to him that a
variety of different types of cognitive contrast might
exist, including size contrast, directional contrast, and
even shape contrast. This theorem was elaborated by
Wundt (1894), who called it the "law of perceptual
relativity." Helson (1964) offered a general contrast
principle, which was susceptible to mathematical treat
ment, in his "adaptation level theory." Since that time,
several quantitative treatments of contrast have been
offered (Massaro & Anderson, 1971; Restle, 1971a;
Restle & Merryman, 1968).

It seems likely that the illusions found in size con
trast configurations involve some contribution from
cognitive-judgmental information processing strategies.
Restle (1971 b) reported that the magnitude of such
size contrast illusions is reduced if the observer is in
structed to ignore the surrounding context. Similarly,
Coren and Miller (1974) found that the magnitude of
the Ebbinghaus illusion varied as a function of the per
ceived similarity of the test and inducing items. Coren
(1971) provides additional information that suggests a
cognitive basis for size contrast illusions. He was able to
demonstrate that contrast varies as a function of ap-

parent rather than physical size of the inducers in the
Ebbinghaus illusion.

Assimilation effects are usually explained by means
of some form of averaging theory. For instance, Pressey
(1970, 1971), who formalized and extended an idea pro
posed by Brunot (1893), suggested that observers form
a global impression based upon the average of all extents
within the part of the visual field to which they are
attending and that therefore the apparent size of judged
elements assimilates or regresses toward the average of
these extents. Erlebacher and Sekular (1969) suggested
that some size distortions are engendered by confusion
between the test and inducing extents, which would lead
to the same perceived distortion as an averaging theory.

As for contrast effects, there seems to be a cognitive
basis for assimilation effects. Benussi (1904) and Coren
and Girgus (1972a) have shown that some size illusions
that have been explained as manifestations of assimila
tion can be attenuated when test and inducing elements
are made discriminably different from each other,
through the use of color or spatial separations. Further
more, Coren and Girgus (1972a) were able to demon
strate that focusing an individual's attention on the test
elements, to the exclusion of the inducing elements,
results in reduction of such assimilation effects.

One method that has been used to investigate the
contribution of cognitive strategies to visual geometric
illusions is based upon the phenomenon known as illu
sion decrement. It has been frequently demonstrated
that the magnitude of many illusions will diminish dur
ing a few minutes of free inspection. This effect has been
shown in the Mueller-Lyer, Oppel-Kundt, Zoellner,
Poggendorff, and Wundt-Hering illusions (Coren &
Girgus, 1972b; Coren & Hoenig, 1972). It seems likely
that this diminution or decrement in illusion magnitude
involves a cognitive rather than a structural recalibration,
since the effects are cumulative over days and weeks
(Girgus, Coren, Durant, & Porac, 1975; Judd, 1902).
Furthermore, the rate of decrement varies as a function
of traditional learning variables, such as the spacing of
trials (Dewar, 1868; Mountjoy, 1958). Perhaps the
strongest evidence for a cognitive basis for this diminu
tion of illusion comes from Coren and Girgus (1974),
who found that illusion decrement transfers from one
configuration to another, with the magnitude of transfer
varying as a function of the perceived rather than of the
physical similarity between configurations, a result
which has been replicated by Porac, Coren, Girgus, and
Verde (1979).

To the extent that illusion decrement represents a
change in the information processing or cognitive com
ponents of an illusion, it provides an interesting oppor
tunity to assess whether ·similarities or differences be
tween the assimilation and contrast components of
illusions exist. Insofar as the assimilation and contrast
distortions (which in this study involve overestimation
and underestimation, respectively) in any given illusion
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are caused by similar infonnationprocessing mech
anisms, one would expect similar rates of recalibration
and thus similar rates of illusion decrement. On the
other hand, differences in the underlying cognitive
mechanisms responsible for these two kinds of distor
tion could lead to differences in the rate of decrement
with free inspection. In order to try to ascertain whether
assimilation and contrast distortions have a common
underlying basis, the following experiments involving
illusion decrement were conducted.

METHOD

Three separate experiments that used different illu
sion configurations were conducted. Because of the
similarity of methodology and procedure, the three
experiments will be described together.

Subjects
Each of the three experiments employed 30 adult volunteers

with 20/25 or better Snellen acuity. Ten subjects were assigned
to each of two experimental and one control condition in each
experiment. Each subject was exposed to only one stimulus
configuration.

Stimuli and Apparatus
Experiment 1. The first experiment involved the Delboeuf

illusion. Figure lA shows the stimuli that were used. Both of the
central test circles, as well as the control circle, were 14 mm in
diameter (2 deg of visual angle). The diameter of the concentric
circle in the contrast, or apparently underestimated, portion of
the configuration was 57 mm (8 deg 6 min of visual angle).
The diameter of the concentric circle in the assimilation, or
apparently larger, portion was 19 mm (2 deg 43 min). All stim
uli in this and the two succeeding experiments were drawn on
white paper with black lines 1 mm wide; the reflectance of the
lines was 2%, and that of the background was 77%. The light
level averaged 95 Ix.

Judgments were made by rotating a wheel on which were
drawn single comparison circles whose diameters ranged from
8.0 to 19.5 mm in .5-mm steps. The comparison circles appeared
one at a time in a 26-mm aperture cut into the apparatus.

Experiment 2. The second experiment involved the Ebbing
haus configuration. The stimuli used are shown in Figure LB.
The central test circles and the control circle were 14 mm in
diameter. The diameter of each of the inducing circles in the
contrast (underestimated) portion of the configuration was
23 mm; in the assimilation (overestimated) half, the diameter
of each of the surrounding circles was 5 mm. The distance be
tween the inner test circle and the inner edge of the four indue
ing circles was 6 mm in both experimental configurations. Thus,
the total diameters of the under- and overestimated portions
were 9 deg 55 min and 4 deg 51 min of visual angle, respectively.
Judgments were made on the same apparatus used in Experi
ment 1.

Experiment 3. The third experiment involved the Ponzo
illusion. The stimuli used are shown in Figure LC,The size of the
angle used was 45 deg, with 100·mm (14 deg 2 min of visual
angle) sides. The horizontal line in the two illusion configura
tions and in the control figure was 3a mm (4 deg 17 min of vi
sual angle). The test line was placed 5S mm up from the open end
of the angle in the assimilation, or apparently larger, portion of
the configuration. It was placed 3 mm up from the open end of
the angle in the contrast, or apparently underestimated, portion
of the illusion. Judgments were made using an adjustable line
length set in a tongue-and-groove apparatus.

Procedure
All three experiments used a common procedure. The stim·

uli were presented at a distance of 90 em from the subject. For
the Delboeuf and Ebbinghaus illusions, the subjects made an
initial judgment of the size of the central (or control) circle,
depending upon their assigned condition. Similarly, in the three
Ponzo conditions, the subjects made an initial judgment of the
length of the horizontal line. In all conditions, the subjects were
instructed to scan the figure for a 5-min period. Judgments of
the apparent size of the test element were taken at I-min inter
vals during the inspection period.

RESULTS

The results of all three experiments are shown in
Figure 2. The results from Experiment 1, involving the
Delboeuf configuration, appear in Figure 2A. As ex
pected, the initial judgment of the contrast portion of
the configuration is significantly smaller than the initial
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Figure 2. The magnitude of illusions as a function of time for the three experiments. (A) Experiment 1: the Delboeuf. (B) Ex
periment 2: the Ebbinghaus. (C) Experiment 3: the Ponzo.
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judgment of the control circle [t(18) = 5.61, P < .01] ,
and the initial judgment of the assimilation portion is
significantly larger than the control circle [t(18) = 3.24,
P < .01]. As expected, there is no significant change in
the judgments of the size of the control configuration
during the 5 min of inspection [F(5,45) = 1.71]. When
we look at the contrast, or underestimated, portion of
the configuration, we fmd that the illusion systemati
cally diminishes or decrements (approaches the control
level) during the viewing period [F(5,45)= 7.94, p< .01].
For the assimilation, or overestimated, portion of the
Delboeuf illusions, however, we fmd no significant
change in magnitude [F(5,45) = 1.82], and hence no
illusion decrement, during the inspection period. This
difference between the assimilation and contrast decre
ment trends can also be seen in a statistically significant
interaction [F(5,90)= 11.12,p<.01].

Experiment 2, involving the Ebbinghaus illusion,
shows a remarkably similar pattern of results, as can be
seen in Figure 2B. The initial measurements show a
significant illusion, with the contrast portion of the con
figuration significantly underestimated [t(18) = 5.39,
P < .01] and the assimilation portion significantly over
estimated [t(18) = 2.78, p < .01]. As expected, there is
no significant change in the control configuration during
the period of inspection [F(5,45) = .38]. For the
illusory components, much the same pattern is found as
was found in Experiment 1 for the Delboeuf illusion.
The contrast segment of the illusion shows a significant
reduction of the illusory effect during the inspection
period [F(5,45) = 19.04, P < .01], but the assimilation
portion of the configuration showsno significant change
in illusion magnitude as a function of inspection [F(5,45)
= 1.03]. Again, the interaction is statistically signifi
cant [F(5,90) = 12.44, P < .01] .

The results of the third experiment, involving the
Ponzo illusion, appear in Figure 2C. Again, these results
are very similarto the results of the two previous experi
ments. As before, the initial measurements show signifi
cant illusion, with the contrast segment judgments
significantly underestimated relative to the control
group judgments [t(18) = 3.02, P < .01] and the assimi
lation segment significantly overestimated relative to the
control configuration [t(18) = 2.91, p < .01]. The con
trol line shows no change as a function of inspection
[F(5,45) = 1.33]. As in the two previous experiments,
the contrast portion of the illusion shows a significant
diminution in illusion during the inspection period
[F(5,45) = 4.66, P < .01]. The assimilation portion of
the illusion, however, shows no change as a function of
viewing [F(5,45) = 1.89]. As before, the interaction
between the contrast and assimilation portions is signifi
cant [F(5,90) = 14.72, P < .01].

Despite the fact that each of these three experi
ments involved a different configuration, the results are
strikingly similar. In each instance, we fmd a decrement
or diminution of illusion magnitude for the contrast

portion of the configuration but no significant changes
in the assimilation portion.

DISCUSSION

The similarity in the patterns of illusion magnitude
for the three configurations tested above strongly
suggests that these configurations share common under
lying mechanisms. The difference between the trends in
the assimilation and contrast portions, the former show
ing no change and the latter showing the usual decre
ment, suggests a different mechanism for each of these
two types of illusory distortion. This argues that any
model proposed to. account for assimilation/contrast
illusions must provide separate processes to account for
these two kinds of effects. Such a model must contain
an additional feature in that the mechanism suggested to
account for the contrast illusions must be subject to re
calibration during brief periods of free inspection,
whereas the mechanism suggested to account for the
assimilation effect must not be subject to such recali
bration.

We propose that the data described above can be
explained best by the pool-and-store model (Coren &
Girgus, 1978), which is based upon some normal judg
mental processes involved in perception and which seems
capable of accounting both for the phenomena of assimi
lation and contrast illusions and for the plasticity in the
latter and lack of plasticity in the former. The basic data
that lead to the pool-and-store model are those that
demonstrate sequential dependencies in psychophysi
cal judgments. Ward and Lockhead (1970, 1971) have
shown, both for judgments of loudness and for judg
ments of line length, that stimuli presented in close
temporal proximity tend to be assimilated or averaged.
Thus, one line length presented in immediate con
junction with another will be judged as being more
similar to the preceding stimulus than will the sameline
presented in isolation. On the other hand, a stimulus
that is temporally separated from an initial stimulus
(i.e., presented after a delay) tends to show contrast;
that is, it is judged as being more different from the
previous stimulus than the same line presented alone.

Now consider the fact that any visual array that
subtends a suprafoveal visual angle leads to sequential
information input of the parts of the array, since the
observer apprehends the array in a series of successive
fixations over the figure. The pool-and-store model
simply proposes that the observer uses each single fixa
tion or glance to garner a global impression of one part
of the stimulus array. Thus, if more than one visual
extent is present in a single glance, the model proposes
that the extents will be pooled or averaged. On the
other hand, when multiple glancesare required for more
than one extent to be seen, the information from early
glances must be held in storage to be used later in the
synthesis of the entire stimulus array into the fmal
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percept. Under these circumstances, it becomes impor
tant for the observer to distinguish between each new
piece of stimulus information and the information from
previous glances already held in storage. The pool-and
store model proposes that, in order to distinguish be
tween new and old information, the observer extracts
and emphasizes the differences between the information
contained in each new glance and the information al
ready held in storage from previous glances. Thus, if one
visual extent is seen in the first glance and a different
visual extent is seen in a second glance, the differences
between them will be emphasized and contrast will
result. [Mornaga (1935, in Oyama, 1960) may have
been thinking along similar lines when he concluded
that assimilation in the Delboeuf illusion occurs when
the two circles are seen as a whole and contrast occurs
when they are received as separate percepts.]

It is quite easy to translate these proposed mech
anisms into predictions based upon spatial relations
within a given stimulus. When the parts of the stimulus
are spatially proximal, they are presumably sampled in a
single glance, and hence are pooled or assimilated. On
the other hand, when the parts of the stimulus are far
away from each other spatially, they must be sampled
in successive glances, with contrast between them the
direct consequence. Let us now apply this analysis to the
illusion configurations used in the set of studies de
scribed above and see if the predictions are consistent
with the obtained results.

Because in the overestimated, or assimilation, portion
of the Delboeuf illusion, the two circles are always close
together, it seems likely that the inducing element is in
view whenever the observer is looking at the test element.
According to the model, the sizes of the two circles
should be pooled or assimilated. This implies that the
size of the inner circle will be overestimated and the size
of the outer circle will be slightly underestimated, which
is the result usually obtained (see Coren & Girgus, 1978,
for a review). In the underestimated, or contrast, portion
of the Delboeuf, a different situation pertains. In this
configuration, the two circles are suffIciently far apart
that the inducing circle is probably never in foveal view
when the observer is looking at the test circle. Thus, the
test and inducing circles are seen only in successive
glances, which should lead to an exaggeration in the
difference in size between them and hence to the per
ceived contrast distortion.

The notion that the Ebbinghaus illusion can be
thought of as an assimilation/contrast illusion is sup
ported by the data described in this report. This fits well
with the work of previous investigators (Cooper &
Weintraub, 1970; Girgus, Coren, & Agdern, 1972) who
have suggested that the Ebbinghaus illusion is actually a
variant of the Delboeuf illusion, With the critical dis
tance between inner and outer circles formed either by
the distance between the central circle and the centers
of the surrounding circles or by the distance between the

central circle and the outer edges of the surrounding
circles. When one thinks about it this way, it is clear that
the central circle and the centers or outer edges of the
surrounding circles are much more likely to be seen in a
single glance in the assimilation, or overestimated, por
tion of the Ebbinghaus illusion when the context circles
are small and much more likely to be seen only in suc
cessive glances in the contrast, or underestimated, half
when they are large.

In the Ponzo illusion, the critical dimensions pertain
to the relationship between elements lying near the
horizontal extent to be judged. It is unlikely that the
test line near the apex of the angle could be viewed
without some part of the converging sides also being in
view. According to the model, this should lead to a
pooling of the length of the test line with the distance
between the sides of the angle and hence to overestima
tion of the test line. When the test line is placed far from
the apex in the wider part of the angle, it is unlikely that
this test element and the sides of the angle will be seen
together in a single glance. Under these circumstances,
the length of the test line should be contrasted with the
horizontal distance between the sides of the angle, and
thus underestimated.

It seems reasonable to expect that any stimulus infor
mation received in a single glance, and thus pooled or
assimilated, is not subject to cognitive recalibration over
repeated glances, provided that the test and inducing
extents critical for the assimilation process always occur
together in every glance. On the other hand, stored or
contrasted extents presumably are subject to such recali
bration during free inspection, since there is already
some cognitive manipulation of the differences between
them during the storage and comparison processes. This
is supported by the Hoenig (1972) data on the Mueller
Lyer illusion, in which data no decrement was found
under free inspection when the size of the illusion figure
was subfoveal.

There are other data already extant in the literature
that seem to provide indirect support for the pool-and
store model of assimilation/contrast processing. For
both the apparently longer and apparently shorter half
of the Mueller-Lyer illusion, the model would predict an
assimilation or pooling of the length of the shaft with
the average locus of the points that make up the wings,
since the ends of the shaft can never be seen without a
simultaneous view of the wings. However, as the ends of
the shaft are separated from the wings, both halves of
the illusion should switch from assimilation to contrast
effects. This phenomenon has, in fact, been reported by
Pollack and Chaplin (1964) and by Fellows (1968).

It is important to recognize that intercontour dis
tance may not always be the relevant factor in determin
ing whether assimilation or contrast will occur. For
instance, in the Ebbinghaus configuration used in
Experiment 2, the distance between the test and induc
ing circles remained fixed at 43 min of visual angle.
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However, the relevant factor involvedin the assimilation
or contrast illusion is, of course, the circle sizes (and
their effect on successive versus simultaneous compari
son of elements), not simply the absolute contour
proximity. Thus, for assimilation to occur in the Ebbing
haus illusion, each glance should include a large propor
tion of the circles being compared. In the assimilation
configuration used in this study, the distance between
the center of the test circle and the center of each
inducing circle was 2 deg and hence easily foveal. The
distance between the center of the test circle and the
center of each inducing circle in the contrast configura
tion, on the other hand, was 4.5 deg, which is larger than
the foveal extent. It is the critical elements, rather than
merely the closest aspect of any contour, that must
occur in the same glance.

Such an analysis suggests that any means of separat
ing the test and inducing elements, or of bringing them
together, whether it involves spatial separation or
temporal separation, should produce predictable results
according to the model. In this context, further evidence
in support of the pool-and-store model comes from
experiments that have used temporal separation of test
and inducing elements that are normally seen together
in a single glance. For example, in the Delboeuf illusion,
one might present first the surrounding circle alone and
then the test circle alone. Under these circumstances,
the model would predict that only contrast effects could
be found. This prediction has been confirmed by Cooper
and Weintraub (1970) for the Delboeuf illusion, by
Pollack (1964) for the Mueller-Lyer illusion, and by
Brigell and Uhlarik (1979) for a variant of the Mueller
Lyer illusion.

The pool-and-store model has severaladvantages over
more descriptive models that have been previously
proposed to explain assimilation/contrast illusions
(Fisher, 1969, 1973; Helmholtz, 1866/1962; Helson,
1964; Pressey, 1971; Restle, 1971a). To begin with,
it proposes that assimilation and contrast illusions re
sult from the same general processes by which pattern
information is extracted from the visual field and
entered into storage for later use. Second, the same
model that predicts the illusory effect may be used to
predict the relative plasticity of the distortion under
prolonged inspection. Such a model clearly has implica
tions for several problems in general pattern perception,
as well as for illusory effects. At the very least, the
model implies that the critical dimension in assimilation/
contrast illusion configurations is not the relative size of
test and inducing elements, but rather the absolute size,
in terms of visual angle.
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